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About Cross Section
We are pleased to publish Cross Section Magazine for customers and other
readers worldwide. Most of the articles are written by Fugro personnel who
are, or have been, closely involved with the technology or project described;
we invite you to contact them for further information using the email address
included with the relevant article.

Subscribe
Sign-up online to receive email alerts when new issues of Cross
Section are published. You can also view previous issues in our online
archive or download PDF copies: www.crosssection-online.com
Alternatively scan the code using your smartphone.

Tell us what you think
We welcome your feedback on any aspect of the magazine or website
and encourage you to send us your comments by email:
crosssection@fugro.com
COPYRIGHT
Material in this magazine may not be reproduced without written permission from Fugro.
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In welcoming you to this latest edition of Cross Section, I’m very
pleased to bring you another impressive collection of articles
and news stories. Amongst the diverse topics, the one that has
attracted the greatest worldwide interest is the missing Malaysia
Airlines flight. More than a year since the Boeing 777 disappeared
en route from Kuala Lumpur to Beijing, Fugro’s survey vessels
and crews continue the deepwater search in the southern
Indian Ocean. The project report on pages 4-5 gives a brief
insight into the conditions and challenges that make this
an exceptional project.
For every high profile news item involving Fugro there are also
stories that describe exciting developments in technology and
some of its unique, innovative solutions. This issue details tools,
technology and techniques applied both below the surface of
the water and in the management of water (including floods).
New global satellite augmentation systems are improving offshore
positioning accuracy whilst Fugro’s geotechnical teams are on
the ground in the Middle East, using a sensitive technique to
detect subsurface cavities prior to construction.
Investing in future professionals, Fugro’s highly specialised
programmes in Hong Kong and Abu Dhabi are meeting very
specific training needs. And for information that can’t be found
in Cross Section I invite you to take a good look at the group’s
new, award-winning website: www.fugro.com
Debra Barker - Editor
crosssection@fugro.com
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Source: ATSB; photo by ABIS Chris Beerens, RAN

Fugro provides the people, equipment, expertise and technology that support the exploration,
development, production and transportation of the world’s natural resources. Clients are provided
with the technical data and information required to design, construct and maintain structures and
infrastructure in a safe, reliable and efficient manner.
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WHAT’S NEW?

ACCOLADE
FOR FUGRO’S
NEW WEBSITE

Around 2.5 gigabytes of data are
processed and sent to Fugro’s
Perth office every day

Fugro’s new website was designed to integrate
its global portfolio of capabilities and assets,
providing a one-stop destination for clients,
investors, media and prospective employees
worldwide.
The design objectives included a responsive
site that functions seamlessly across desktop
and mobile devices. An additional goal was
for a top 20 placing in the annual FD Henri
Sijthoff Prize, where Fugro’s previous rankings
had been unremarkable.
The results included 3rd best overall corporate
website for online financial communication of
companies listed on the Dutch stock exchange.
The judges of this prestigious award described
the new site as one of ‘the largest shakers
of 2014’. And of the websites of companies
listed on the AEX index, fugro.com ranked
an impressive 2nd.
In unifying the group’s diverse service
offerings and the markets in which it operates,
the website provides a compelling snapshot
of Fugro’s impact on the world. Engaging
and functional, with more visualisation
and updated content, the design signposts
different areas of the site. Users can explore
Fugro’s capabilities by industry and read case
studies that outline the company’s intrinsic
role in major global projects, whilst the
‘Our World’ section provides insight to the
environments in which Fugro operates.
The investors’ centre contains dynamic share
price tools and regular financial reports, whilst
the media hub includes the latest news, events
and publications. Also provided is a dedicated
careers section, featuring an improved job search
and a collection of inspiring employee stories.
The new website forms part of a wider strategy
to increase awareness and strengthen the
brand as Fugro continues to grow.
www.fugro.com
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Crew members aboard Fugro Discovery,
working on 'Dragon Prince', the towfish.
Source: ATSB, photo by ABIS Chris
Beerens, RAN. 

AN EXCEPTIONAL
PROJECT
With three survey vessels operating in the southern Indian Ocean and
a crew of around two hundred, Fugro’s role in the seabed search for
missing Malaysia Airlines flight MH370 continues. The importance
of finding the wreckage is always on the minds of the crew members
working in this remote area, six days’ sail from the nearest shore.
Fugro’s work began in June 2014, mapping
over 200,000 square kilometres of uncharted
seabed using survey vessel Fugro Equator and
her state-of-the-art multibeam echosounder
equipment. The resulting bathymetric maps of
the southern Indian Ocean enabled a defined
search for the missing aircraft to begin.
Following the award of an additional
contract for deepwater search operations,
Fugro Discovery began survey work in
October 2014 using a deeptow fish equipped
with specialist technology and sensors.
On completion of the bathymetric survey
work in December Fugro Equator joined the
deepwater search and in January 2015 the

third Fugro vessel, Fugro Supporter, joined
the project with an AUV that scans portions
of the search area that cannot be searched
effectively by the equipment on the other
vessels because of the rugged terrain.
With the families of the 239 missing
passengers and crew understandably anxious
to learn what happened to their loved ones,
this is an exceptional project. For Fugro it
is the largest project of its kind with the
size of the search area, the depth of the
water (up to 5,000 metres) and extreme
weather conditions making this a challenging
operation, but one that Fugro is well-equipped
to carry out.

PROJECT REPORT

INTERNATIONAL CREW
On board the vessels are Fugro employees
from eleven countries, working two 12-hour
shifts, around the clock. Among them are
specialists in sonar, navigation and data
processing. The search area is six days’ sail
from Perth, which is the location of Fugro’s
project office where the data from the survey
vessels is processed.

EYES, EARS AND NOSE
From the vessel’s bridge, a joystick is used
to guide the towfish, with its cameras, sonar
equipment and sensors that detect aviation
fuel, over obstacles such as ridges, mountains
and even volcanos. About 10,000 metres of
cable connects the towfish to the vessel and it
is towed at a height above the seabed of about
150 metres.

A number of heavy storms have forced the
suspension of survey operations. Lasting for
days, they have produced winds of about
60 knots and gusts of up to 75 knots; wave
heights have reached nine metres. To prevent
damage to the towfish during such storms the
vessel maintains a speed of about 2.5 knots.

The survey equipment operates with a
resolution of one square metre and the
measurements and real-time data are sent
from the towfish to Fugro’s onboard processing
room via umbilical cables. Each day around
2.5 gigabytes of data are processed and sent
to Fugro’s Perth office.

“Out at sea when you finish work,
you can’t go home. You go to your
bunk to rest but in rough weather
not everyone sleeps well. Every six
weeks, we sail to Perth where crew
members go ashore for a break.
When we sail out again, they’re
as good as new.”

ONE SHOT
The vast priority search area and the approach
of the winter season place additional pressure
on the project. Survey lines are run only once
and passes of two kilometres at a time are
made in a formation that resembles mowing
a lawn. But Paul Kennedy remains confident:
“If the aircraft is in the defined search area,
we will find it!”

Paul Kennedy, Project Director

email > media@fugro.com

PRIORITY SEARCH AREA
 60,000 km² in surface
 2,600 km offshore
 5,000 m water depth
 208,000 km² analysed and mapped
(source ATSB December 2014)
 >30,000 km² of the seafloor has
been searched, which is around
50% of the priority area (source
ATSB March 2015)

SURVEY EQUIPMENT
  Vessels: Fugro Discovery,
Fugro Equator, Fugro Supporter
 Multibeam sonar mounted on
the vessel’s hull: to collect
bathymetric data
 Deeptow: provides detailed, high
resolution images of deep ocean
floor and enables identification
of objects on the seabed
 AUV: providing a highly detailed
map of the seabed

Read official operational updates on the search online: www.fugro.com/media-centre/mh370-latest
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WHAT’S NEW?

UNIQUE TRAINING
SCHEME FOR
GEOLOGISTS
Fugro has developed a unique
training scheme that brings
together the skills and experience
of its consultancy, specialist marine
and onshore ground investigations
and materials testing services in
Hong Kong.
The programme has been accredited by
The Geological Society in London - the oldest

national geological society in the world - which
also administers one of the few peer-assessed
chartership qualifications for geologists.
More than 10 young multi-national geologists
based in Hong Kong entered the scheme that
includes mentored training at Fugro which, with
around 30 geoscience staff, is one of the leading
private employers of geologists in the country.
email > kstyles@fugro.com.hk

“We are very excited that The Geological Society has accredited our
scheme, which is proving to be of great interest to university graduates.
It’s also important to our clients who value the assurance it provides
on our staff experience.”
Kevin Styles, Chairman, Training Committee, Fugro (Hong Kong) Limited

NEW ‘FUGRO CHAIR IN
GEOTECHNICS’ AT UNIVERSITY
OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Driving Innovation
Professor Mark Randolph, Fellow of the Royal
Society (UK), has been appointed ‘Fugro Chair
in Geotechnics’ at the University of Western
Australia’s Centre for Offshore Foundation
Systems (COFS). Professor Randolph has been the
recipient of many science and industry awards
over a long career, including being named as
Western Australia’s Scientist of the Year in 2014.
06 I CROSS SECTION 28 I APRIL 2015

By establishing the Fugro Chair in Geotechnics,
Fugro and COFS aim to develop a sustainable
research group, which will be significant in
Fugro’s activities worldwide and will support
the wider geotechnical community. The group
will address key research questions related
to cost-effective design and performance in
the field of offshore geotechnics, reducing risk

WHAT’S NEW?

(From L to R) Ming Mui, Eric Cheung,
Caim Chan, Thomas Chui, Olivia Lam,
Alexander Al-Nuaimi, Bob Sas (Mentor),
Andrew Moss, Colin Yeung, Sarah
Cooper (Co-ordinator), Stuart Pugsley
(Mentor), Simon Pyle (Mentor), Andre
Mazur (Mentor), Edmund Chung,
Michael Tracy, Kevin Styles (Mentor). 

SITE INVESTIGATION
AND SURVEY
SERVICES IN IRAQ
Fugro has been awarded a three year contract
extension by Basrah Gas Company. The contract
covers the provision of topographic and
geotechnical services in the Basrah province
of southern Iraq, as well as bathymetric
surveys and metocean services.
Since being awarded the contract in March
2014, Fugro has provided geotechnical and
topographical survey investigation services to
support engineering projects for an onshore NGL
plant, new pipelines and anticipated expansion
of gas compression facilities. Amongst the
resources provided by Fugro are two geotechnical
rigs and four survey teams on a permanent basis,
supplemented by additional teams as required.
The extension of the contract provides
continuity of quality and underpins Fugro’s
commitment to Iraq’s rebuilding process.
email > commercial.iraq@fugrome.com

CRITICAL FLOOD
MANAGEMENT

and enhancing engineering design within the
sector. The arrangement will further strengthen
collaboration between Fugro and COFS, which
stems from the synergistic development between
UWA and Fugro Advanced Geomechanics over
almost twenty years.
While geotechnics may be regarded as one
of the less well recognised sciences it has
underpinned some of the largest projects
in the world. Professor Randolph has been
central to offshore geotechnical engineering,
having been a key figure in the development
of methods used to design foundations for the
many varied types of offshore structure, from
the Gulf of Mexico to offshore Australia.
By also funding three PhD scholarships,
Fugro will facilitate the growth of high
quality graduates in the field of offshore
geotechnics and engineering, with the selected

students being provided with enhanced
educational opportunities by working with
the world’s leading geotechnical engineering
company.

“We are delighted that someone
of Mark’s industry-leading
calibre and experience has been
appointed to this new position
and we look forward to further
strengthening the collaboration
between UWA and Fugro via
this appointment.”
Dr Phil Watson, Director of Fugro Advanced
Geomechanics and Global Service Line
Manager GeoConsulting
email > p.watson@fugro.com

Fugro, as a member of the Compass PTS
joint venture, has been awarded an indefinite
delivery/indefinite quantity (ID/IQ) contract
for flood risk data services. The contract
was awarded by the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security’s Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA).
As provider of geospatial content and
knowledge for the joint venture, Fugro will
deliver integrated LiDAR-derived solutions and
traditional and oblique imagery solutions as
well as visualisation software. The geospatial
knowledge will support critical flood
management services in FEMA’s Risk Mapping,
Assessment and Planning, Hazard Mitigation
Technical Assistance Program and Technical
Assistance and Research Contracts programs.
“Fugro recognises the significance of improving
nationwide disaster preparedness and recovery
and we are proud to work with our Compass
joint venture partners to support FEMA’s
critical mission activities.”
Brian Wegner, Fugro Geospatial President
email > bwegner@fugro.com
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WHAT’S NEW?

AD

AUGMEN
Fugro has further extended its technology leadership in the field of GNSS
augmentation systems for offshore positioning applications with the
launch of two new services.
GNSS augmentation services significantly
improve position accuracy compared to
unaided GNSS receivers, which are commonly
used in the consumer sector.

enhanced. Compared to augmentation
systems based on GPS only or GPS combined
with its Russian equivalent, GLONASS,
G4 represents a significant advancement.

The new G4 satellite correction service is
the first to take advantage of all four global
navigation satellite systems: GPS, GLONASS,
BeiDou and Galileo. By using all available
satellites, availability and reliability of
offshore positioning are improved and the
safety and productivity of a wide range
of survey and other offshore activities are

The BeiDou system operated by China
currently provides coverage in the Asia-Pacific
region. Fugro’s G4 service already utilises
the first BeiDou satellites and is ready to
start using the Galileo satellites as soon as
the EU announces IOC status for this system.
Galileo and future BeiDou satellites will be
included automatically as they are introduced
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online, steadily increasing the availability and
robustness of this integrated augmentation
service.
Representing a further advance in the field
of GNSS augmentation is Fugro’s high
accuracy G2+ service, designed to benefit
offshore customers around the globe who
require positioning and measurement
accuracy at centimetre level.
G2+ is an enhancement of Fugro’s highly
regarded G2 service (based on GPS and

WHAT’S NEW?

UN-MATCHED
BY EXISTING
SUBSEA
TECHNOLOGY

DVANCES
IN GNSS
ENTATION

G4: the first to use all
four global navigation
satellite systems
Particularly beneficial when the
line-of-sight to certain satellites
is obstructed by offshore
structures - a key consideration
during critical positioning operations.
G4 augmentation signals,
transmitted via seven high-powered
communication satellites to provide
at least two independent broadcast
channels anywhere in the world,
offer unrivalled coverage and
availability.

Expanding its services for the
offshore oil and gas sector, Fugro
has introduced high resolution
subsea laser scanning. This specialist
technology can be applied to a wide
range of subsea services including
metrology, field mapping, structure
mapping, change detection and
integrity management.
In a number of successful projects in the Gulf
of Mexico Fugro used subsea laser scanning
to deliver datasets that are un-matched by
existing subsea technology. The technology
enables clients to gather high resolution
3D point clouds of subsea assets which
are used to obtain accurate point-to-point
measurements and create highly detailed
models to use in 3D GIS environments
for asset management and operational
simulations.
email > dmatthews@fugro.com

GLONASS) and makes use of highly advanced
GNSS augmentation algorithms developed
in-house by Fugro’s leading GNSS
augmentation experts.
The code and carrier-phase signals
transmitted by GPS and GLONASS
satellites are monitored globally by
Fugro’s worldwide network of reference
stations. These observations are processed
centrally in real-time using the company’s
proprietary algorithms to generate precise
corrections which are used to augment the
standard signals broadcast by GPS and
GLONASS satellites. Customers receive
corrections via seven high-powered
communications satellites, providing at
least two independent G2+ data sources.
email > t.hilde@fugro.com

G2+: ultra high accuracy
positioning service for
offshore applications
Applications include offshore
construction, survey services, vessel
monitoring and structural monitoring;
measuring latitude, longitude,
elevation and speed will benefit from
the new G2+ service. High accuracy
enables the real-time correction
of tidal changes (which impact the
accuracy of seabed mapping) as
well as the monitoring in real-time
of the motion of floating and fixed
structures. The 3D accuracies
approach those of GNSS RTK systems
without the need for an RTK base
station or local transmission link,
overcoming the logistical challenges
and range limitations associated
with coastal RTK systems.

Point cloud of subsea tree and manifold
captured with ROV mounted laser scanner. 
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TECHNOLOGY, TOOLS
AND TECHNIQUES

LEAD ROLE
FOR FUGRO

Moving the UK’s CCS industry forward
Fugro is leading a £1 million three-year all-British project for the
Energy Technologies Institute (ETI) to develop a carbon dioxide (CO2)
monitoring system using marine robotics. The system will provide
assurance that CO2 stored deep below the seabed in carbon capture
and storage (CCS) sites is secure.
The safety of such a method is of paramount
importance, with feasibility studies currently
underway in the UK and overseas on a number
of CCS projects.
A consortium of British multi-discipline
partners, led by Fugro GEOS, will examine
the requirements for the measurement,
monitoring and verification (MMV) system.
The project will result in the construction
of a technology demonstrator with sea trials
and a comprehensive review at the end of
the three year period as well as a solution to
a legislative requirement to monitor potential
CO2 leaks and their effect on the environment.
Progress on the development of a cost-effective,
reliable monitoring system for the marine
environment above CO2 storage complexes
is another key step in the process of building
confidence in a new CCS industry in the UK.
Although leakage is highly unlikely there
is a duty to ensure that stores are actually
protecting the environment and this
technology is expected to bring peace of
mind to both the operator and the regulator.
Modelling work has shown that CCS has the
potential to play a major role in any future low
carbon UK energy system, with technological
innovation delivering both economic and
environmental benefits to the country.
Fugro GEOS has a long MMV history with
a track record extending over 30 years,
encompassing a diversity of projects in
some of the world’s harshest oceanographic
environments. The challenge set by ETI is the
10 I CROSS SECTION 28 I APRIL 2015

Seabed Feature Monitoring
An Autonomous Monitoring
Transponder (AMT) gathers
point chemical sensor data in
an old pock mark depression
to ensure that there is no
CO2 leakage.

development of an entirely new capability
in the MMV of under-sea carbon capture
storage sites.

“This project is helping to move
the industry and UK capability
forward.”
Den Gammer, ETI Strategy Manager, CCS
“This is a truly exciting and ground-breaking project
with worldwide ramifications. It is great to see
British organisations leading the way and we are
proud to bring our wealth of experience to this key
project,” says Anthony Gaffney, Managing Director
of Fugro GEOS. “Fugro is constantly seeking to
diversify and expand its range of technological
solutions into new markets. Together with the
respective strengths of our technical partners
from industry, academia and research, we will
ensure that we deliver a cost-effective and
commercially exploitable monitoring solution
for the carbon capture industry.”

Depleted Hydrocarbon
Reservoir
CO2 is stored in a depleted
oil or gas reservoir.

email > r.hines@geos.com

NSORTIUM

ABOUT THE CO

The MMV for underwater CCS sites project
is led by Fugro GEOS in collaboration
with Sonardyne, the National Oceanography
Centre (NOC) and the British Geological
Survey (both part of NERC), Plymouth
Marine Laboratory and the University
of Southampton.

Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR)
CO2 injection can be used as
an aid to EOR activities and
help maximise reservoir yield.

Shore Based
Monitoring Station
Real-time sensing and areal
survey results are monitored
from an office.
Area Surveying
Autonomous underwater and
surface assets, such as Wave
Glider, are used for area
survey; communicating results
to shore via a satellite link.

Power Station
CO2 is separated from the flue
gases and compressed into a
dense phase gas or liquid
before being pumped offshore
through a pipeline to the
storage site.

Data Relay
Abandoned offshore production
platforms can be used as
surface relay points for subsea
sensing data.

Saline Aquifer
Injection of CO2 into a saline
aquifer, typical of a Southern
North Sea storage site.

Automatic Leak Detection
Sonar (ALDS)
ALDS monitors the CO2
injection hardware at the
seabed, providing highly
sensitive real-time monitoring
for leaks.

Chemical Monitoring at
Injection Well
An Autonomous Monitoring
Transponder (AMT) gathers
point chemical and physical
sensor data at the wellhead.

Illustration courtesy of Sonardyne

Areal Survey
An AUV fitted with high
performance side scan sonar
and chemical sensors scans
the water column and seafloor
for evidence of leakage,
communicating results to
an ASV.
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PROJECT REPORT

Fugro Pioneer towed an ROTV from each of its
two aft A-frames – an operational first. 

SOPHISTICATED
TECHNIQUES IN
UXO DETECTION
Fugro provides the renewables sector with a
reliable, innovative and cost-effective service
and has been conducting UXO surveys at
offshore wind farm developments for clients
such as DONG energy, RWE and SSE for many

years. Experienced personnel, fit-for-purpose
vessels and market-leading equipment underpin
its exceptional ability to adapt to challenging
marine environments and specific project
constraints.

Techniques and methodologies required for
UXO detection vary depending on a number
of factors including the type of ordnance
expected in the area, the presence of
man-made structures, water depths and site
specific environmental conditions. Nearshore
surveys pose particular operational difficulties especially when multiple towfish sensors are
deployed – whilst UXO surveys in deeper water
(approximately 60 metres) face a different set
of challenges.
INNOVATIVE APPROACH
In 2008 Fugro pioneered the four sensor array,
a highly-efficient technique that has become
an established method for surveying large
areas of seabed in a single vessel pass. Widely
used in pre-construction surveys on wind farm
sites, this method typically involves towing
four individual marine magnetometers behind
a vessel. Specially adapted winches on the
vessel deck control the altitude of the towfish,
enabling them to ‘fly’ as close to the seabed
as possible and detect anomalies with a high
degree of accuracy.
In shallow water the main challenge is to
maintain the altitude of the sensors whilst
towing the magnetometers at a sufficient
distance to ensure that the magnetic signature
of the vessel does not interfere with the data
which can introduce noise into the dataset,
masking potential UXO. To alleviate this
problem Fugro developed a surface towed
system which enables the acquisition of high
quality data in extremely shallow waters.
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TECHNOLOGY, TOOLS
AND TECHNIQUES

This system enables the tow distance to be
tightly controlled and configured to provide
vertical and horizontal gradiometer solutions.
GWYNT Y MÔR OFFSHORE WIND FARM
Fugro’s advanced operational and processing
techniques enabled it to win a contract at RWE’s
Gwynt y Môr offshore wind farm site in the Irish
Sea, UK. During spring 2014 Fugro conducted
UXO surveys amongst the site’s existing
wind turbine foundations. The considerable
magnetic interference associated with
these 400-tonne steel structures meant that
standard magnetometer survey techniques
were unsuitable. Fugro’s solution was to
operate both a four-magnetometer towed
array and a towed gradiometer array,
comprising two magnetometers attached to

a non-ferrous metal frame, towed vertically
through the water column. Expertise in
processing magnetometer and gradiometer
data produced exceptional results. Both the
acquisition and the processing significantly
reduced the ‘masking’ effect of the turbines’
ferrous content, which was seen in the foursensor array data. The magnetic targets could
be clearly discriminated within 20 metres of
the steel structure.
UXO targets with significant associated risk
were then inspected by an ROV equipped
with a multi-sensor gradiometer array
and advanced processing techniques were
adapted to meet site-specific requirements.
email> matt.howell@fugroemu.com

“Since pioneering the first multiple-magnetometer array utilising USBL
positioning techniques in 2009, Fugro has conducted over 100 UXO surveys.
The experience and expertise developed since then allows us to provide a
sophisticated technical approach to any challenging UXO project.”
Rob Spillard, General Manager – GeoSurvey, Fugro EMU

TWIN ADVANTAGE
Prior to the start of a proposed geotechnical
campaign at a North Sea wind farm
development, Fugro recently conducted
a survey to ensure that the site was free
from UXO or any other items that may pose
a hazard to the geotechnical operations.
The workscope included high resolution
multibeam bathymetry, side scan sonar and
marine magnetometer data acquisition over
40 turbine locations in December 2014.
Representing an operational first, two ROTV
systems were deployed simultaneously,
each guiding four magnetometers around
150 metres from the vessel and 2-3 metres
above the seabed. The systems were
deployed from the modern multi-purpose
survey vessel Fugro Pioneer, which towed
an ROTV from each of its two aft A-frames.
Using this technique Fugro dramatically
increased efficiency, doubling the area
covered in the survey time.
Deployment of the ROTVs was easy and safe,
thanks to custom designed frames, but one
of the biggest challenges was the stability
of the systems, which demanded a constant
survey speed of 4.5 knots – not easy to
maintain in northern UK waters.

Straightforward deployment of the additional
geophysical equipment (side scan sonar and
multibeam echosounder) as well as the
HiPAP positioning system allowed Fugro’s
survey team to focus attention on the
specialised equipment.
The system stability provided by the Fugro
Pioneer enabled work to continue where
previously it would have been suspended.
Not only was the dual deployment of the
ROTVs safe and highly efficient but the
vessel set up provided unrivalled
operational flexibility.
email> i.josselin@fugro.com
Magnetometers and ROTV prior to
deployment. 

DETERMINING

WATER STRATEGY
While a sustainable water supply is essential
to companies all over the world, they are often
faced with environmental and regulatory
problems. A water resource survey can help
to optimise an organisation’s water strategy.
WATER SCARCITY
It is often assumed that fresh water will
be available in unlimited supply, even by
organisations that consume large volumes
of it. But problems such as declining
groundwater levels, rivers and lakes drying
up and deteriorating water quality are
becoming increasingly common. In some areas,
groundwater extraction may only be permitted
for drinking water supply. The risks include
misguided investments, legal proceedings
and ecological disasters.
As production processes are increasingly
expected to be more sustainable companies
all over the world will be required to develop
a vision for their water consumption.
NEW SURVEY TOOL
Fugro has recently combined its global
expertise in soil, geology and hydrogeology
with the extensive experience of environmental
consultants and water quality specialists,
Aqua-Terra Nova. The combination of these two
disciplines has resulted in the development
of the water resource survey (WRS).
This new tool indicates how various industries,
including the greenhouse cultivation sector and
agro-food companies, can make optimal and
sustainable use of limited volumes of fresh
water. It identifies various elements for each
potential water source, such as availability,
quality, extraction and re-extraction, required
purification and associated investments.
The survey is preferably conducted in advance,
but can also be prepared to support the
expansion of existing operations.
A WRS enables the water supply to be managed
in a sustainable and financially responsible way,
allowing companies to determine their strategy
over the medium term.
email > v.lubbers@fugro.nl
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TECHNOLOGY, TOOLS
AND TECHNIQUES

DESERT HIDE AND SEEK
Sensitivity to detect subsurface cavities

Improved detection of geological anomalies in the Middle East using an adaptation of a ground
investigation technique from the oil and gas industry.

Weak ground and cavities are a frequent challenge to
development projects, especially in areas like Qatar –
a current construction hotspot ahead of the 2022 World Cup
– with its heavily weathered and often karstic geology.
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GROUND
INVESTIGATION

MIDDLE EAST

The variable and challenging geology of
the Middle East poses numerous challenges
for ground engineering consultants. Karstic
cavities – features resulting from the dissolution
of soluble rocks that are either infilled or
voided – are common, as are fracture zones
and areas of anomalous stiffness.
Karst features are found at relatively shallow
depths – frequently within 100 metres below
ground level – precisely where foundations,
tunnels and other underground civil engineering
structures need to be built. These geological
features give rise to risks that need to be
managed before any form of construction
disturbs the ground.
AVOIDING CONSTRUCTION DELAYS
Undetected cavities can lead to construction
delays and costly, unplanned works.
Investment in timely and robust ground
investigation can allow targeted remediation
and uncover opportunities to ‘design out’
problems, for example by positioning
structures away from identified subsurface
hazards before work begins on site.

SUCCESSFUL ADAPTION
But there is evidence that an innovative
approach to seismic investigation will provide
the clarity to detect relatively small cavities
and the ability to penetrate beyond the depths
of most foundations or metro tunnels.

“Detection of shallow karst features
remains a holy grail for geophysics,
especially relatively small voids in
otherwise competent rock. The use
of sensitive techniques that capture
a more complete seismic wave
field, rather than those relying on
traditional shallow seismic survey
design, means a much greater chance
of detecting features.”

Unlike other methods generally used in
geotechnical applications, a 3C seismic
approach analyses three parts of the wave
field: the vertical and two orthogonal
horizontal components. The resulting data
contain responses from relatively small

Rod Eddies, Fugro Geophysics Service Line Manager

email> r.eddies@fugro.com

Vz

Vy

P or S wave source (vibroseis)

Vx

3C seismic is based on analysis
of the velocity of vertical (z),
horizontal (y) and orthogonal
(x) waves

Multi-channel, 3 component receiver array

Depth - 10m to 100m

However, at shallow depths this technique
is less reliable due to near-surface noise
reducing the quality of the data received.
Also, many common geophysical techniques
are ineffective where there is a shallow water
table and the presence of saline water, as is
the case in parts of the Middle East. The use
of geophysics in this application has therefore
yielded mixed success.

By guiding drillers to the most useful locations
for boreholes Fugro’s approach can save
money by reducing the number of holes
and filling the data gaps between each hole.
With rapid progress rates well suited to the
fast pace of development in the Middle East,
the outcome is a better understanding of
variability and subsurface risk.

Adapted by Fugro’s engineering geophysicists
from techniques more commonly used in oil
and gas exploration - and referred to as 3C or
multi-component seismic - the method uses
a state-of-the-art vibroseis acoustic source to
transmit a highly controlled wave field into
the ground. A series of geophones built into a
landstreamer, suitable for use on most types
of surface, detects signals reflected and
refracted from boundaries and critically,
scattered and diffracted from discontinuities
within the ground.

It is understood that around 25% of
construction projects encounter significant
delays as a result of unforeseen ground
problems; investing what is typically less
than 1% of a project’s budget in ground risk
mitigation is therefore a viable consideration.
But the presence of karst and other localised
geological features is very difficult to detect,
since localised boreholes may not pick up
every anomaly unless fortuitously located.
To optimise a borehole programme, one
solution is a seismic survey to determine
ground conditions and locate any anomalies
that require further investigation. The process
involves striking or shaking the ground
to produce seismic waves that propagate
through the ground; they are picked up by
surface receivers, recorded and processed
to interpretable images.

geological features that may be missed by many
shallow geophysical techniques.

Sv/Sh
P, Sv, Sh

P

P = Compressive wave
Sv = Shear wave (vertical)
Sh = Shear wave (horizontal)

Fugro’s 3C or multi-component seismic method has the potential to greatly
improve relatively shallow ground models through enhanced detection of voids,
fracture zones and areas of anomalous stiffness properties.
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PROJECT REPORT

OPTIMISING
PILE DESIGN
Osterberg Cell® load testing on a marine structure

Curtis Island, off the northern Queensland
coast is the location of three of Australia’s
major LNG development projects. Applying the
benefits of its Osterberg Cell® bi-directional load
test method to the construction of a jetty at one
of these developments, Fugro performed two
push-out load tests on sacrificial piles.
The objective was to optimise the pile design
for the driven tubular steel piles supporting
the jetty structure. The Osterberg Cell
push-out test offers significant time and
cost benefits over conventional static load
test methods as it requires no complicated
external reaction system at the pile head.
The specification was for two nominal Ø 510 mm
Osterberg Cells with a combined push-out
capacity of 2,000 tonnes for the first test pile,
representative of the main jetty structure,
with predominantly axial compression loads.
The second test pile, representative of the
dolphin structures with predominantly tensile
loads, was specified with two nominal Ø 405 mm
Osterberg Cells with a combined push-out
capacity of 1,260 tonnes.
TOLERATING TILT
A major technical attribute of the Osterberg
Cell is its ability to tolerate tilt (up to 5%)
during pressurisation. Without this tilting
tolerance, mechanical contact points could
occur resulting in internal friction, which
would lead to undesirable consequences such
as unreliable calculation of the loading force.
The side-by-side Osterberg Cell arrangement
allowed the tremie pipe to be placed through

SUBSEA INSTALLATION AT AUSTRALIA'S LARGEST
OIL AND GAS RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
In December 2011 the Greater Western
Flank Phase 1 (GWF-1) Project was
approved, with a total investment of about
A$2.5 billion. It is located off the northwest coast of Australia and is the first
development of the broader GWF area.
The GWF-1 Project will develop the Goodwyn
GH and Tidepole fields via a subsea tie-back
to the existing Goodwyn A platform, which
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supplies gas to the onshore Karratha Gas Plant,
one of the most advanced integrated gas
production systems in the world. The entire
GWF-1 Project scope includes drilling wells,
installation of subsea hardware and pipeline
and modifications to the Goodwyn A platform.
Following project approval, Fugro was awarded
a subsea installation contract by Woodside
Energy Limited. The workscope extended
from initial engineering and design through

to riser, umbilical and subsea structure
installation and connection, concluding in
the commissioning of the entire system.
Working closely with the Woodside GWF-1
project team, Fugro’s project management,
engineering, procurement and logistics
support involved experienced personnel
from its Perth office.
The offshore installation component of the
operation was delivered almost entirely from

LNG DEVELOPMENT

QUEENSLAND,
AUSTRALIA

the Osterberg Cell loading assembly to the
base of the reaction pile, allowing concrete
to be poured in a single continuous operation.
The load applied by the Osterberg Cell loading
assembly acts in two opposing directions,
counteracted by the pile soil resistance above
and below. The push-out test loads the test pile
from the pile base upwards in its entire length
rather than from a balanced soil resistance
point along the test pile shaft. A sacrificial
reaction pile constructed below the Osterberg
Cell loading assembly provides resistance
in the opposing downward direction and a
discontinuity in the reinforcing cage, coinciding
with the tip of the test pile, and allows a
fracture to form in the surrounding concrete
when loaded. This creates two discrete pile
sections: the upper test pile and the lower
reaction pile. To assess load distribution
along the shaft of the test pile, strain gauge
instrumentation was utilised. While the
reaction pile was not part of the test pile,
supplemental strain gauge and extensometer
instrumentation was installed to obtain
important geotechnical data about the
variable mudstone bedrock.
INSTALLATION AND CONCRETING
Hoisting a single 42-metre long reinforcing
cage instrumented for an Osterberg Cell test
was not feasible yet concreting was to be
completed within 12 hours of final excavation;
this was in order to minimise the effects of
shaft wall instability or base degradation
within the uncased, water-supported

mudstone. To meet this requirement, the full
length reinforcing cage was pre-assembled
from three fully instrumented cage sections in a
nearby partly drilled out steel pipe pile the day
before installation and concreting. With the full
length tremie pipe and an inclinometer casing
conduit pipe also pre-assembled within the
reinforcing cage, the challenge was met with
several hours to spare!

on the final load increment of one test pile the steadily decreasing creep rate, indicating
a stabilising upward displacement, became
an accelerating creep rate as the test pile
ultimate friction capacity was reached.
Both test piles were successful in providing
geotechnical data to verify soil strength design
parameters and optimise the pile design for
the intended pile capacity.

For the test equipment set-up and to perform
the test, a pre-assembled work platform was
lowered onto the test pile. With embedded
instrumentation and external gauges
connected to an automated data acquisition
system with connection to a computer,
the Osterberg Cell movement curves could
be viewed in real-time. Pile head movement
was monitored separately using a digital level
referenced to a fixed staff on the adjacent
test pile and cross-checked to a shoreline
total station while the Osterberg Cell loading
assembly was pressurised using water and
a high pressure pump. Eliminating the use
of hydraulic oil was a clear benefit in this
environmentally sensitive area with its strict
conditions on water pollution.

email > p.jones@fugro.com

OPTIMISING PILE DESIGN
Each load increment was held constant
(within 0.5%) until an Osterberg Cell
expansion creep rate of 0.25 millimetres
per hour was met. Geotechnical related time
effects are often ignored but can have a
significant effect on the load-displacement
behaviour. This was dramatically illustrated

Fugro’s high specification, dynamically positioned,
multi-role construction vessel, the Southern Ocean,
with the final stages comprising risers, umbilicals,
rigid spool pieces and subsea structures.
The NWS Project, which approved the GWF-1
Project, is operated by Woodside and project
participants are BHP Billiton Petroleum
(North West Shelf) Pty Ltd, BP Developments
Australia Pty Ltd, Chevron Australia Pty Ltd,
Japan Australia LNG (MIMI) Pty Ltd and Shell
Development (Australia) Pty Ltd. The China
National Offshore Oil Corporation is also part
of the NWS Project but does not have an
interest in its infrastructure. The GWF-1
Project start-up is expected in early 2016.
email > g.hogg@fugro.com

Fugro’s Southern Ocean multi-role vessel was
central to the installation component. 

Assembly of O-Cell instruments into
reinforcing cage. 

Osterberg Cell® technology
was developed by Dr. Jorj
Osterberg over 25 years ago
and is continually advanced
by Fugro.

ROV TRAINING CENTRE
Meeting the demand for professional personnel

Fugro’s purpose-built training facilities in Abu Dhabi include a stateof-the-art ROV simulator and dedicated workshops. Designed to
produce professional personnel with a high degree of competency,
the comprehensive ROV training course combines hands on
experience with structured studies.

OUR BUSINESS

Manuals, books and classroom training
sessions provide important knowledge but
they do not offer adequate preparation for
the challenges of offshore work which can
include harsh environments, potential
hazards and working under pressure.
Fugro’s ROV training course has been
developed to combine theory and practice,
providing experience in real environments
and teaching students how to respond
safely in potential emergency situations.

CUSTOM-BUILT FACILITIES
All work is carried out to international
standards, recognising industry best practice
and adhering to safety procedures. At purposebuilt facilities in Abu Dhabi, over 25,000
square metres of yard space and adjacent
quayside gives trainees unique contact with
vessels, mobilisation activities and ROV
maintenance.
With safety as a prime concern, all work flows
have been integrated to ensure a safe and
friendly environment. Guidance on mandatory
rules is provided by the Fugro HSE team and
all trainers and ROV supervisors are highly
experienced, trained and qualified TAQA
assessors.

IN DETAIL
Training features include a replica ROV
control van fitted with a state-of-the-art ROV
simulator; this is equipped with multimedia
effects such as DP vessel engine sound,

a full-function DP alarm console, hydrogen
sulphide breathing apparatus for emergency
evacuation and an intercom system interfaced
with the vessel bridge to build relevant
communication experience. A helmsman’s
display allows trainees to navigate and fly the
vehicle as per the survey navigation screen;
there are even actors playing the role of client
representative, setting specific tasks to simulate
some of the typical real-life demands of the job.
Electronics, fibre optics and hydraulics are
taught in dedicated workshops. Here trainees
work on actual work class and visual inspection
ROVs to master the techniques needed for
maintenance and repairs.

A state-of-the-art ROV simulator with
multimedia effects for real-life sounds and
functionality. 

What the course includes:













Logged ROV simulator experience
Flying experience from the quayside
Training offshore including one shift
Visual inspection and work-class training
5- and 7-function manipulator training
Medical
OPITO course
Fibre optic course
Competency book
Log book
CV
Accommodation, food and travel

After completion of survival training and
obtaining relevant medical certifications,
trainees are ready for a real-life assignment,
during which all relevant offshore
competencies are assessed.

SECURING EMPLOYMENT
Training staff, managers and supervisors
undertake continuous assessment of trainees
throughout the course. Evaluation of technical
ability, as well as personal conduct, team
participation and common sense, is aimed at
identifying candidates who can readily work
as part of a team and grow with the company.
For the top performing students completing
each of Fugro’s ROV training courses, a minimum
three-year employment contract is attainable.
email > rovtraining@fugro.com

Watch a group of trainees at Fugro’s ROV
training centre: http://goo.gl/pTESsx

Fugro received over 1,000
applications in 2014 and
conducted seven courses
throughout the year.
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